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With another successful convention behind us
and another new year ahead with a new Council bouncing ideas around, shorthand writers,
and, more importantly, qualified and certified
shorthand writers, the future looks good!
You will find the Ombudsman’s response to our
request for review of the process in which Court
Services administratively implements policies
surrounding real-time court reporting and captioning in Ontario Courts (see page 9). What
can I say about it? It was a big waste of time
to only have them regurgitate the Government’s faulty policy, not fully comprehending our position and the issues at hand,
and not taking into consideration what Court Services has been doing and is doing
when stakeholders request our members go into Courts as real-time writers/officials
in court. There is much misinformation that our members are faced with and I
honestly wish I could be of more help to you all. I would suggest you just look
jealously upon BC’s model, a simple real-time directive, with real-time/expedite
tariffs, with a transparent and accountable process/definition of “official” reporter.
Thoughtful regulation!
BC Courts, Practice Direction re Real-Time Court Reporting Services
BC Courts, Official Reporters Regulation from Court Rules Act
BC Courts, Court Transcription Manual
Ontario has a long way to go, and we must recognize our part in that. We are
soldiering on as Council regarding next steps.
Concentrating on captioning, as experienced stenowriters, and new, we should be
preparing ourselves as Ontario proceeds down the road to full compliance to
. We have many things exciting to
explore and report back to you on.

CALL FOR ARTICLES:
It only takes a second. Why not make a list of
things as they occur to you and send them to
stenogoddess@gmail.com when convenient.
Please submit your best tips and shortforms.
As a working reporter with experience, what
helped you the most in your first two years is
an example. Put on those thinking caps and
remember back to the days of yore, folks.

Remember, contact us should you want to be involved in any of these committees
we are establishing. It’s a small membership, and we need your input. There will
be a committee for captioning/CART and one for Bench/Bar liaising as we move
forward.
All the best to you all in 2017!
Angela Gunn, CSR
President, CSRAO 2015-2017
president@csrao.net
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COURT REPORTERS AS
TRAVELLERS
By: Jade King
E

ARLIER THIS YEAR,

my husband went on a photography trip
to Norway and Iceland. As desert-raised Australians living
in tropical Hong Kong, we are totally unprepared for such
conditions, and it took him some time to acquire the requisite
buffs, muffs, mittens, technical underwear, etc. - I don’t know
the real words. You guys know, you’re Canadians. But whatever
it was he accumulated, I was so glad he had when I received
the invitation to speak at the CSRAO Fall Convention. Another
arctic environment! I could repurpose all his snow gear!
In the event, the weather over the weekend of the Convention
was pretty balmy and I spent most of it in T-shirt and
thongs/flip-flops. If it
was somewhat disappointing to be deprived of a chance to
deploy the muffs and
buffs, then that was
the only disappointment of the whole
weekend. It was my
first visit to Canada,
and I fell in love with
Toronto, which I
found strikingly like
my own home city of
Melbourne, just with
more
squirrels,
which I’m told are
pests. If you say so.
If we didn’t have
such stringent animal quarantine laws
I’d gladly swap a few
hundred kangaroos
for a couple of squirrels.
I was pleased to join the Eclipse/Case CATalyst training sessions on the Friday evening of the Convention and even more
pleased to put names to faces at the pizza and drinks reception
being held outside. Bright and early at Ryerson U on Saturday
morning, redoubtable steno legend Stanley “the Stanographer”
Sakai and I put the finishing touches on our speech. Much

recognition must be given to Stan for working so hard on the
accompanying slideshow which would have been given on the
day except I forgot. THANKS, STAN!
One strong link between Stan and I is that we both taught
ourselves stenography. While we have gone on to work in
generally different areas, we share similar ideals regarding
real-time standards, pushing ourselves out of our stenographic
comfort zones and trying to keep this profession propelling
forward. So that was the common thesis of our talk. After
briefly exploring our methodologies of self-teaching, we expounded on our particular areas of specialty. I gave what I
hope was an interesting exposé on international
work
with a focus on arbitration and captioning
and
stenographers
working in different
languages and using different machines.
Stanley captioned
my speech using
Plover and Aloft,
and I tried my best
to trip him up by
mumbling at 300
wpm and throwing
in lots of words like
“bogan”
and
“lamington”
and
some
geopolitical
specifics from the
past decade. He returned the favour during his portion of the
speech, dipping into German and Spanish as he outlined his
barrier-smashing multilingual feats of steno excellence. We
both make a point of living or dying by fingerspelling, so we
faced up to the challenge, and the transcript of the event,
available on Aloft, is…well, I won’t say a verbatim record, but it
contains a few laughs and maybe a couple of gems of knowledge. We finished with a sort of Q&A on one of our joint
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favourite areas of work, stadium captioning for tech conferences.
We were grateful to receive some very Canadian gifts from the
Association, presented by Cynthia Yan and then enjoyed the
rest of the Convention, including an animated AGM, a great
chiropractic presentation, and a screening of Marc Greenberg’s
documentary “
May I say thanks to the CSRAO for extending the kind invitation
to speak at the Convention. It was truly a pleasure to attend,
to meet you, to speak with you, and to see a little bit of your
beautiful country. I must extend particular gratitude to Lisa
Barrett, who, apart from being a dear friend to me for many
years since our days together in Asia, is a steadfast supporter
of students and the stenographic industry in general – and a
faultlessly generous hostess.
Look out! I will be back!
Cheers,
Jade @ https://jadeluxe.wordpress.com/steno/
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Recapping CSRAO Convention 2016
By Karen Mak

T

HIS YEAR'S CSRAO Convention was held at the Oakham
House at Ryerson University at 55 Gould Street in Toronto on November 5 and 6.

I was really excited to network with fellow shorthand reporters, learn new things steno, as well as see my dear friend
Jade again coming all the way from Hong Kong!
Jade was one of two distinguished international guests that the
CSRAO had invited to speak this year. In addition to Jade, Stan
Sakai, who had spoken last year, returned again from New York
to present a segment for us.
In her segment, Jade talked about being a self-taught
Phoenix Theory student, her captioning work in Australia, as
well as her on-going international real-time reporting work
abroad in numerous countries in Asia. She showcased the
multitude of opportunities that are available for reporters if
they open themselves to real-time work overseas.

Stan’s segment on teaching himself to steno in Spanish compared to English blew us all away. It was inspiring to see his
self-created program Aloft, a live transcription program, show
moving captions when Stan and Jade live-captioned each other
for us on the big screen. That was definitely one of the
highlights of the Convention. Real-time skills are truly in demand and a goal for all of us to attain.
After a wonderful lunch and the Annual General Meeting,
the court reporting documentary “For The Record” was
screened. This was my first time watching it, and I really
enjoyed how it showcased what stenography is to the average
person.
After the film, Dr. Anthony Chan taught us ergonomics and
stretches to maintain a long and thriving steno career.
We closed off the convention with a celebratory dinner at Signs
Restaurant. It was great to be among colleagues to learn from
all their reporting, CART, and captioning experiences that
weekend!
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BIG THANKS
TO ALL OF OUR SPONSORS!

Sara Sheppard
receiving gift
basket from
Karen Peck

Judith Caputo receiving gift basket
from Toronto Court
Reporters

Cynthia Yan
receiving gift
certificate from
Neesons

Karin Jenkner
receiving gift
basket from
Barrett-Gunn
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2017 Predictions - by Lisa Barrett, CSR, RPR, CRR, CCP
I read a Facebook post this week that really struck some chords. When you read a post like this, it really speaks to
the fact that we are not alone. This profession is an amazing, difficult and rewarding one. Put plainly, we are a different
breed and no one but someone who does our job would fully understand.
What this post says in the bottom line is clearly the most important: Now is not the time to start being greedy and
ruthless; we must stick together and demand fair prices for the work we do. Undercutting our fellow reporter is simply a
sure-fire way to decimate our profession.
Looking to 2017, I feel a renewed energy and spirit in the CSRAO. Angela Gunn has grabbed the reins and is taking
the lead on some very important and impactful initiatives. We have some new faces on Council, and both the President
and myself clearly know we have a lot of work to do ahead in 2017. I will be seizing another travel opportunity which may
take me away from Canada for a good period, but I will be working on new CSR tests while there and developing new
dictation materials.
Please know that your President and Council are working hard for you. We are thinking about our ever-eroding profession each and every day. We are thinking of ways and means to speak to the government, judges, the bar and the hearing impaired and deaf community about the incomparable benefits and assistance that only a real-time reporter and/or
CART provider or CAT reporter can provide.
I hope you can spread the word to your fellow reporters and encourage them to stick together with us as an Association as this is of critical importance right now.
Happy New Year, fellow friends and colleagues! Cheers.

Reposted
from
Facebook
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…even better than ever
Beloved by all reporters who have to check
citations/quotations, www.CanLII.org has now started providing even more decisions, especially pre-1980!

And for Quebec/French decisions, there is JuriBistro
https://unik.caij.qc.ca/recherche#t=unik&sort=relevancy

For keeping up to date on all things linguistic in Canada, turn to
Twitter @Our_languages…
…or their web site at:
http://www.ourlanguages-noslangues.gc.ca/index-eng.php

And Editing Canadian English is on Twitter for linguistic help and amusement @CdnEnglish
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Why CSR is Important
As “M.D.” is to medicine and “C.A.” is to accounting, the distinguishing letters
“C.S.R.” after a verbatim reporter’s name show that the reporter has demonstrated
his skills in a way that qualifies him to competently record, verbatim, legal proceedings, public hearings, parliamentary sessions or any meeting considered important
enough for an accurate record to be kept.
To qualify as a C.S.R. (Chartered Shorthand Reporter), a reporter must meet certain requirements. In addition to three years of practical experience he must pass
speed shorthand tests at speeds up to 200 words per minute, or more than three
words per second, and transcribe his notes within a stipulated time with no less
than 97 per cent accuracy. The candidate for C.S.R. must also pass a general
knowledge examination. This examination is an indication to the Chartered Shorthand Reporters’ Association of Ontario of the candidate’s skills and whether the
candidate will perform his duties in a manner that will be a credit to his profession.
Once the reporter attains the skills necessary to become a C.S.R. he is bound by
the provisions of the Act of Incorporation of the Association (1891 54 Victoria,
Chapter 30), the By-laws and a strict Code of Ethics.
By attaining his C.S.R. the reporter has committed himself to excellence of work
and a continuing educational process which ends only with retirement.
To assist the reporter in his pursuit of excellence, and also to assist the user of
his services, the Chartered Shorthand Reporters’ Association of Ontario maintains
strict regulations regarding the use of the title “Chartered Shorthand Reporter” and
comprehensive continuing education programmes. Through liaison with similar
groups in the United States the Association brings to its members a vast pool of
expertise so that transcripts may be produced faster and with a very high degree of
accuracy.
When you see a shorthand reporter at work, writing as many as 10,000 words
an hour, you know he is doing a difficult and demanding job. If he has the letters
“C.S.R.” after his name he has demonstrated his ability to do that difficult and demanding job with competence.
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